Morphology of mouse epidermal cells in vitro: a scanning electron microscopy study.
Scanning electron microscopy of isolated epidermal cells from newborn mice grown in vitro showed that the cultures consisted of several morphologically different types of cells. Young cultures had many smooth, round cells while older cultures contained more cells with rough or ruffled surface and a varying number of flat, irregular cells. Probably, the various cell types corresponded to different stages of differentation (keratinization). Cultures that were grown in the presence of retinyl acetate (12.5 microgram/ml) had more round and smooth cells after several days in vitro than the controls. This could indicate that retinyl acetate delayed or altered cell differentiation. Scanning electron microscopy of the cultures consistently showed that the cells were situated at different layers. The apparent monolayer seen by phase contrast microscopy therefore seems to be an optical phenomenon due to projection of the cells onto the same plane.